
Make money on cryptocurrency pairs

with Apex One Ai's Smart Farming technology.

No time to explore the site online? No problem.

Download the information you need in a convenient format   

and see the Smart Farming benefits at your convenience.
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Hello! We are an ambitious team of professionals in the field of artificial 

intelligence technology and operations in the cryptocurrency market. 

Apex One AI —  A Smart Farming technology embodies the human and 

artificial intelligence harmony, — designed  to help achieve maximum 

benefits for our clients.

Each of us came into the world of cryptocurrency in our own way — from 

business, science, and engineering. At the project very start, basic ideas 

were formulated that made us an effective mechanism bright 

individuals consisting.

We work for the community.

Being business-oriented, we remember that we work for people 

We see the value in any market trend.

We never panic, turning any trend into a profit

We respect the market laws.

We respect the financial market and work with care.

Furthermore, we make decentralized systems available to everyone. 

Each cent in the wallet must bring additional income.

We are open for collaboration.

We are always open for mutually beneficial cooperation. 

Not only that, but human creative intelligence and AI. 

Responsible decision-making is based on data-driven thinking.

The Apex One AI team 10 principles
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We boldly take on any challenge. 

We face the boldest challenge head-on and respond quickly to changes. 

Likewise, we use Big-Data to make the world a better place.

Being professionals already, we continue to learn from every case.

We respect the fair combat rules  in competition.

Business is like a war, and we fight like brave soldiers, respectingthe fair 

combat rules.

We are open to new knowledge and our hearts are open to new friends.

To be smart and friendly.

These simple and noble rules inspired us to create unique trading technologies based on self 

learning software, which gives our platform users advantages a number.
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Advanced technologies for the 
future money  

Our team main task is to work effectively using the latest software solutions and machine 

technologies to multiply pool participants capital, earning on the free and decentralized digital 

money market.

Big Data technologies are needed to effectively predict the behavior of a cryptocurrency pair 

behaviour, make transactions on exchanges dozens and take into account the data vast amount 

in their dynamic behaviour.

In order to make farming easier and more accessible, we used new innovative technologies such 

as - neural network, natural language processing, deep learning and fuzzy logic.

In practice, the team creativity and professionalism, combined with artificial intelligence, allows 

us to offer you today:
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• Access to more than 25 

cryptocurrencies

• Any complexity a pool drawing up

• Work with any number (from two 

to exchanges several dozens)

• Expect 98,2% successful transactions

We have already managed to achieve the best interaction between networks, increased by times

the bet's liquidity and stimulation, so we are ready to offer low commissions for our new friends.

We are constantly evolving and offering only the best and proven solutions.  

Join our open community and earn with farming opportunities on the Apex One 

Ai. Wallet and currency pair holders are provided with additional features.



Farming is a relatively new, but

rapidly developing trading tool that we use to 

increase our profits. What's the first thing that 

comes to mind when we hear "cryptocurrency"? 

Volatility - most at least somewhat 

sophisticated people will answer, and it is 

farming that gives us the opportunity to use 

the digital coins rate volatility to make money.
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Features

Blockchain and DeFi
For more than 10 years, blockchain has been the main technological response's one to 

humanity's need for a more global, free and just world. A world without imposed restrictions or 

invented borders, in which opportunities are equal for everyone, residence country  or identity 

regardless.

The decentralized financial instruments enormous opportunities and potential 

make them already a definite alternative to the traditional banking sector, and promise the 

traditional financial technologies' replacement with systems based on open source protocols.

Artificial Intelligence capabilities help humans in many areas, including

routine and complex calculations in predicting exchange rate fluctuations. Even the most perfect 

and unordinary human mind is not able to take into account thousands variables in a split second 

and give еру market behaviour an adequate forecast. That is why there is no antagonism in 

human possibilities and the latest computing technologies combination —only productivity 

increase and decisions quality.



Liquidity Pool
This is a kind of accumulator of tokens of participants with the same currency pairs. The liquidity 

pool makes it possible to receive passive income from farming, according to the financial 

contribution of each of its participants.  If participant "X" contributed $1000, and participant "Y" -

$500, then the farmed cryptocurrency will be distributed in the proportion 66/33%, respectively. 

The exchange gives you the opportunity to buy and sell tokens the pool due to the token liquidity. 

The higher the demand for the token are, the more profitable you can sell the digital coins.

Choice opportunities
The Apex One AI already offers 25 cryptocurrencies and exchanges dozens a choice. Friendly 

interface, huge computing and network resources, provide the widest opportunities for traders. 

However, not stopping at the achievements, we are constantly developing the resource, 

making it even more functional and comfortable for users.

Cryptocurrency pairs provide an opportunity to earn on the rate relative

fluctuations, in short time intervals on various trading platforms, and reinvestment 

mechanisms help to multiply the earned. Working with pairs, in certain circumstances, is less 

risky compared to investments and operations with a single coin.
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Mining involves buying or renting expensive equipment (computing 

power), paying enormous electricity bills, and other related expenses. 

Due to the blockchain algorithm's increasing complexity, mining major 

cryptocurrencies requires only a six-figure investment in equipment.

Farming does not cost that much, and your invested money in tokens 

starts working right away.  The secondary market liquidity for mining 

equipment can be very difficult to obtain, while the token can be sold 

at any point in time.

Trading never ends. For strategies instant implementation and to stay 

up-to-date on market news, install our mobile app.

No traditional financial institution has 

the decentralized systems' capability. In 

blockchain, everyone is his own banker. 

50% per annum is not an extraordinary 

profit for cryptocurrency holders. You 

can always evaluate the farming 

profitability prospects based on annual 

percentage rate (APR) and annual 

percentage yield (APY) data, and 

identify reinvestment strategies to reap 

more benefits.

Profitability
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Mining and farming 
capabilities, a comparison

No traditional financial institution has the 

decentralized systems' capability. In 

blockchain, everyone is his own banker. 

50% per annum is not an extraordinary 

profit for cryptocurrency holders. You can 

always evaluate the farming profitability 

prospects based on annual percentage 

rate (APR) and annual percentage yield 

(APY) data, and identify reinvestment 

strategies to reap more benefits.

Secure and fast 
transactions



Nowadays, one can hardly find a financial 

instrument or asset that is absolutely 

guaranteed against market shocks. However, 

a currency pair is more reliable protection 

against risks, compared to the investment

in a single coin. 

Our team prioritizes risk management. For 

example, thanks to quantum computing 

methods, investing $100 in BTC--ETH pair is 

equivalent to investing $100 in BTC and $100 

in ETH, respectively. 

Artificial intelligence helps optimize profits

and minimize losses, when there is a 

downtrend for the currency pair's 

components, one.

Another risk is attackers encroaching on 

clients' e-wallets. Protection from hackers 

is our concern. The Apex One AI platform 

has been independently audited and the 

smart contracts protection our security 

specialists guarantees expertise to an 

unprecedented highest level. Your 

transaction data is encrypted, and only 

you can access the resources' 

management.

Risk Management
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Comfortable environment

Specialists with high international prestige have made every effort to make our services as clear 

and user-friendly as possible, and the interface itself is user-friendly as well. Working in our 

community is easy and comfortable. People starting their way in the earning on digital financial 

instruments field can get honest information in an accessible form, and professional traders will 

pay tribute to our resource progressive functionality.
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A community for forward-thinking 
people

At Apex One AI, the team's intelligence is complemented by the developments in Big Data, so 

farming in the community generates substantial passive income for our partners. Focused on the 

main goal, we share the progress and fairness a new world values. To the force, bureaucratic 

press, vertical integration and numerous formalities dictates, we oppose fair competition, 

intelligence, democratic resource and horizontal connections.

The blockchain platform's growing capitalization worries retrograde officials. However, people 

are increasingly embracing the digital money world, rejecting the officials petty dictate, and 

preferring the capital free movement between different countries to ordinary citizens to artificial 

barriers.

We have made it our mission not only to work efficiently and increase our community 

members assets, but also to make blockchain as accessible as possible by lowering the

“starting point” and providing our users with honest information.

Join our community from anywhere in the world and start making money with us! Professionals 

and beginners alike will appreciate the working with the Apex One AI platform benefits.



History has yet to appreciate our brainstorming, in a completely out-of-office setting, where we 

heatedly debated about existing tools and how to make decentralized finance understandable 

and accessible to everyone. What's the best effective mechanism to work with for our purposes? 

Mining? Well, at that time, it was already a very expensive "toy" (if we talk about the real result, 

not a sporting interest). Is it worth buying a bitcoin and wait for it to rise in value? Let's look at 

the calendar and situation reality.

It has never been a revelation to us any that in the game ever-changing rules, there are no 

eternal values. All assets, without exception, carry risk some kind. Therefore, working fast and 

without any delay is the most acceptable strategy, unless you are an investment fund or a 

system bank, of course. The choice in trading favour was obvious, but we had to choose the 

most effective mechanism, which we had to perfect.

We have chosen farming as such a tool for crypto transactions. Transactions with cryptocurrency 

pairs on multiple platforms, with the fixing profit possibilityat the moment, look the most 

attractive in comparison with the long-known, and therefore actively used technologies. To 

maximize surplus value, it remained to develop effective cross chain technologies, create the 

best integrations and a platform convenient for operations with cryptocurrency. That is what we 

have done in the Apex One AI project.

Blockchain has only been in active development for a little over 10 years, 

but it has been dramatic and inspiring events an era. Watch a few videos to 

remember the crypto-economy's formative years, highlights.
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OK - let's get to know each other better. The smart people, an alliance 

story creating smart technology,  deserves separate attention.

Our history
It all started in 2010, when we thought that blockchain 

was beginning to lose its accessibility to the 

public, and that what was intended to be a free financial 

instrument was becoming the society top domain. 

We strongly disagreed with this trend. 

Before that, all of us had experience in working with 

big data, creating effective management decisions

and operations with cryptocurrency.



Security. The crypto assets and personal data security is ensured by our 

specialists, who have created integration solutions with the most reputable 

resources in this area. Risk management is another, no less important aspect for 

our team, and here too we have something to be proud.

Development Opportunities. We are constantly striving to improve our knowledge 

and skills. At the same time, we are always interested in getting “fresh blood”, so 

that we don't turn into a closed community, stewing only in its own juice. The 

time complexity being aware, we are always ready to provide opportunities for  

professional growth, both for those who are just starting their career and for 

already established traders. 

What do we do?

Us, each has received a decent education and practical experience in the information technology 

and effective communications field. Developing a project within our skills, we are always 

interested in our colleague's opinion, as a fresh perspective can generate progressive ideas.

Economics. Blockchain has certainly become a revolutionary innovation, but only 

traditional markets an understanding in all their diversity, economics, and 

consumer psychology deep knowledge, allow creating truly effective software 

solutions. After all, neural networks learn from existing knowledge. And we are 

our colleagues proud who have this knowledge on a phenomenal scale.

1

2

3

4

IT – specialists. On the economic mechanisms, market trends and programmers' 

talent knowledge frontier, technologies designed to create maximum surplus 

value on the cryptocurrencies farming are born. The decisive factors here are 

the cross chain transactions and efficient forecasting solutions speed based on 

neural networks and quantum computing, which allow earning from changes in 

currency pair rates at venues dozens.

Communications. Social networks, content, and new PR ideas are the marketers, 

content writers, and SEOs an energetic team responsibility, who are always 

bustling with new ideas. The top management does not stay away from 

generating ideas as well and adds creativity to the co-creation general 

atmosphere. We communicate 24/7 all year round. There are rumours that us 

sleep some, but that's not true.

5
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Bots are not adaptive to rapidly changing

market conditions;

As a consequence, the program code needs 

to be modified periodically in manual mode, 

essentially creating a new bot;

The bot main advantages, one is the 

emotions' absence inherent to humans. 

Though, it has also become its Achilles' heel. 

As it has turned out that the calculation 

capabilities alone are not enough for 

effective trading, you also need intuitive 

decisions based on previous experience.

Everyone knows a stockbroker traditional image, 

strenuously gazing into tickers and monitors, 

giving commands to several telephone handsets 

at once. Since the 21st century beginning, this 

character has become the past a thing, giving 

way to the programmer. Differently directed 

stock signals and information transfer huge 

speeds  abundance required such computing 

capacity, which the human brain is incapable. 

Humans are unable to trade with small spreads 

at high speed and concentration, so 

programmers together with mathematicians and 

analysts have given the market a useful 

tool—trading robots (or bots), which conduct 

operations using laid-down algorithms and 

provided data. The algorithmic trading popularity 

in exchanges has led to the high—frequency 

trading emergence.

Stock trading automation

The problems of most 
existing trading bots

but it also has its own unique features, in 

particular—high volatility and the 

government and corporate mechanisms' 

absence to influence the rate.

Being engaged in such a complex but 

profitable area as cryptocurrency arbitrage 

trading, experts have revealed the trading 

bots following disadvantages:

The Apex One creators used and developed 

such programs until 2016, when they were 

this topic exhaustion finally convinced. The 

fact is that bots are aimed at specific 

exchange signals, and came to the crypto 

world from the financial and stock markets 

world. Indeed, cryptocurrency is as much a 

market asset as stocks or fiat currencies,
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Thus, the eyes of the Apex One developers 

turned to the achievements in the field of 

Big Data, neural network models and 

artificial intelligence.
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Hello friends! I am Scott Hall - the Apex One AI, a dynamically 

developing international company founder and CEO that uses 

the most advanced technologies in the cryptocurrency market.

The Apex One AI is scientific experience, conscious ambition, and the 

latest technology, a harmony.

And this harmony is created by a friendly team, which you are 

introduced to by its inspirers and creators, one.

I wrote my first program when I was 14 (8) years old, and at the 

age of 16 I launched my first startup. Studying mathematical 

modeling and neural networks at Brighton University, I was 

particularly interested the artificial intelligence possibilities for 

predicting currency rates and stock prices, and therefore – just 

could not pass by blockchain.  Since 2012, I've been mining 

cryptocurrency, not neglecting trading developments as well. 

My career  turning point  was our joint work, beginning on 

projects with my like-minded friend and the  Apex One AI second 

co-founder.

Alan Wolf – the Apex One AI co-founder. Marketing and Public Relations director.

Alan is the man who knows his subject with encyclopedic 

thoroughness. He is able to write code, and he is a talented 

developer. But his special gift is building a team and motivating it. 

Alan's a salesman natural gift is supported by a master's degree in 

marketing communications, obtained at the Westminster 

University in London, where our main idea inspirer graduated with 

honours. The excellent education and extensive experience in 

international consulting firms and b2b sector resulted in 

successful deals dozens and marketing developments based on 

digital strategies. Largely thanks to Alan, our employees each 

feels like an international family, a member. A family where care 

for one another is perfectly combined with responsibility for one's 

direction in a common cause.



Edward Wise 

(Chief Data Protection Officer)

Edward Wise is meticulous about enforcing 

security protocols at all levels, from 

administrative to cryptographic. Working for a 

very serious organization, he spent time a lot 

meticulously dealing with hackers, including 

cryptocurrency thieves. Going into the private 

sector, Edward implemented several 

extremely effective projects in the complex 

security field. Knowing his adversary by sight, 

he knows how to anticipate threats and keeps 

both the team and the software constantly on 

edge. Even in a friendly get-together 

atmosphere, Edward keeps the conversation 

going on anything but professional issues, 

because data protection is in his blood.

Top Managers

Thomas Mendez

(The Investment Strategies director)

Thomas knows everything about corporate 

strategies, mergers and acquisitions, efficient 

investments and markets. With the cool 

proficiency and a true instinct for profit, he has 

implemented investment projects in various 

industries, including IT and telecommunications 

services, for companies like E&Y, KPMG, SAP 

Ericsson and Schlumberger-Sema.
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Samantha Upton

(Senior Digital Marketing Specialist)

Samantha has successfully developed 

promotion strategies for brands in the beauty 

industry, IT startups, infobusiness projects and 

personal brands. Her positive attitude to life 

energizes her content, and her sociability and 

charm incline opinion leaders and other 

counterparties to mutually beneficial 

cooperation. If we have 24 hours in a day, she 

has at least 36 - otherwise it is impossible to 

explain how she has time to coordinate content 

writers and advertisers, work in several social 

networks, take cats care and work out.

Larry Dolton (Associate Specialist 

and Data Scientist) head

Larry is a physicist PhD, who has worked in 

machine learning research projects for

more than 5 years. He is specialized in 

complex networks, especially for the 

financial and energy industries. Based on a 

strong scientific background, knowledge in 

the cryptography, consensus protocols and 

blockchain technology use, as well as a 

genuine interest in the cryptocurrency 

market, led Larry to the Apex One team, 

which we are very happy about.



Alisha Cooper 

(Lead HR Specialist)

If you decide to develop your career path 

at Apex One AI, Alisha will most likely be 

your interviewer. There's no need to

sugarcoat or hide anything - Alisha is an 

excellent psychologist and physiologist,

and yes, she knows how to verify the data 

provided. In addition to her psychology 

background, our head HR is also a marketer, 

who has worked in the end-to-end analytics 

implementation in business processes, and 

has gained some experience as a pool miner. 

Alisha is a psychologist with knowledge and 

experience in IT and blockchain. So, 

providence itself brought

her into our friendly family.
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Bradley Parker (CEO and Chief 

Artificial Intelligence Officer)

Bradley has worked for many companies 

developing machine learning solutions from 

concept to deployment in a production 

environment. Bradley has implemented neural 

network-based decision making systems with 

fuzzy logic in rolling stock management 

systems and end-to-end solutions in 

transportation logistics. 



We make the complex things simple and 

the elitist ones accessible. Back in 2013, 

after trying to sell some BTC on Mt.Gox, 

Scott, discovered that newcomers found it 

difficult to use the largest platform in the 

world at the time. In principle denying the 

rich world arrogance, he and Alan decided 

to make every effort to create fair, 

convenient, and democratic financial 

platforms. As a first step, by the year-end, 

the first code was written, which marked 

the People's Exchange beginning, 

allowing everyone to participate in crypto. 

The Apex One AI project, was noble ideas, 

a further development based on futuristic 

technology.

The team core values 

By developing decentralized networks, we rely more on horizontal 

connections within the team, minimizing the vertical hierarchy.
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We are open to like-minded friends. The 

“founding fathers” creative energy and the 

arming concept appeal, have brought 

together data scientists a world-class team 

that allows us to set and solve any scale 

problems, effectively using  neural 

networks, natural language processing and 

deep learning.

We are not just earning surplus value, 

we are changing the world for the 

better.

Any technology, from the stone axe to 

artificial intelligence, can be used for 

good or for ill. 

We understand that today's dramatic 

events are also the today's elite's 

unpreparedness a manifestation to 

face a new, we sincerely hope, fairer 

world. There is a risk, and we direct all 

our efforts to ensure that "cyber-

freedom" defeats "cyber tyranny".

Unfortunately, a bank deposit or real 

estate is unlikely in the foreseeable 

future to yield an income significantly 

higher than inflation. Owning gold a 

bar, too, will not guarantee an 

increase in its value. And then there is 

a chance to earn on the asset's 

volatility , selling and buying pairs at 

short intervals.



We understand some people conservative mindset, but think about it for a moment. Trading 

on fiat currencies pairs (dollar/any national currency, or dollar/troy ounce) and more 

complex combinations has been familiar to us for a long time. And now we just realize that 

the metals and the paper  value on which money is printed is purely psychological. And 

only the state's efforts keep the banking system afloat. So, now you see that there is 

nothing wrong with digital money, with an emission mechanism the authorities 

independent.

The Apex One AI team wishes you prosperity and happiness.
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Decentralized technology is already the new world pillars  one, although some bureaucrats, 

who do not want to look forward, try to take control over it.

We created Apex One AI as an exceptionally convenient platform for secure transactions 

and earnings by farming cryptocurrencies on exchanges dozens.

As responsible people, we encourage you to make decisions consciously. Yes, it's true - we 

make the cryptocurrency market accessible, and it offers significantly higher returns than 

traditional assets. However, in turbulent times, it is better to invest free funds, not those 

intended for vital purposes, and certainly not borrowed ones. 



✓ A technical platform creation, beginning and the market and 

methodologies analysis.

✓ The creating a simple and clear platform idea emerged.

Roadmap

The Apex One development is the inextricable link an excellent example 

between past, present, and future, where every step is calculated and 

plans for the near future are based on quality analytics and social 

responsibility. These trends can easily be traced on the Apex One AI 

roadmap.

2015
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2017

Often good things start with disappointment.  Scott Hall was disappointed in existing 

trading platforms. Difficulties at every step, high interest rates, delays in transactions 

made us realize that we need to create a clear and democratic platform with  the game 

clear rules.

Alan Wolf shared the cool idea in its entirety, suggesting thinking about using the 

neural networks and advanced marketing technologies capabilities. A few years of 

brainstorming  ensued. Information terabytes, the future platform's schematic 

versions dozens, resulted in a detailed project.

Time a lot was spent on studying the trading bots and their main vulnerability was 

revealed – heir algorithms are trained to react to signals, but have no ability to adapt to 

changing trends. The choice was finally made in machine learning favour. If we make a 

platform, it should be based on the most advanced technologies.

✓ Development and modeling of the platform base and technology. 

✓ Consultations with experienced trading specialists.

The year was marked by the now historic meeting with Thomas Mendez,

who in turn recruited Larry Dolton to our team. With their extraordinary 

human intelligence, our new friends set out to create artificial intelligence. 



✓ Market analysis, trading and mining principles and approaches 

correction.

Scott and Alan decide to sell the mining farm, considering this direction to be exhausted.

Time has proved them right. The Rubicon was crossed and all financial and intellectual 

reserves were directed to trading, including cryptocurrencies.

The fate itself made us a gift in the acquaintance form with a real guru of market strategies

- Bradley Parker. In addition to invaluable knowledge and experience, we got tangible financial 

profits by using his ideas in real work on stock exchanges.

✓The company budget planning.

✓ Trading algorithms and their correction development.

Meanwhile, Thomas and Larry presented their software solution concept, the Apex One.

There was a titanic work on the historical events, computer self-learning mechanisms, fine-

tuning, primary base  formation etc. But our business basic foundation – the effective 

farming  algorithm, has found concrete outlines.

2019
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✓The platform methods and principles approval and correction. 

✓ Building the platform architecture.

We've all read about superconductivity, qubits, and synthetic hydrogen. But it was this year 

that we understood how to use a quantum computer power to improve trading efficiency.

Second stage 2020 

✓ Development started, code writing.

✓ Specialists staff hiring.

✓ The legal framework and other documents on the activities 

development.

2020



Work on the code is in full swing, analysts' minds are boiling, because correct market signals 

fixing is the key to a successful forecast. The team is expanding with new specialists. Lawyers 

are working on the legal aspects and we have a new joy.

We opened a new office in the United Kingdom, which has further strengthened our already

cohesive team spirit.
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✓ Developing the Apex One Ai branding.

✓ The Platform registration and obtaining certificates. 

✓ A program for partners development.

A payment model creation.

Now it's time for branding and marketing. Into our, until then - a boyish "gang" joined the 

charming Samantha (developing a brilliant brand - book) and Alisha, who set the team-building 

to a new quality level.

2021 

✓ A office opening in …..

✓ The APEX token development started.

✓ An insurance program and security systems development.

The road to success is achievements, not just a succession. After one unfortunate 

misunderstanding related to a hacker attack and our, perhaps excessive, positivity and 

trustfulness - Larry came into our lives and explained to us that data security is not just 

a firewall and an antivirus, but actions a whole system, and there is no detail. To the 

priorities of new technology and efficient farming, the concern for our data security was 

added.



✓ Launching the platform in test mode, testing.

✓ The staff training by the best experts in the trading field.

✓ Conducting a security audit.

✓ Language support, addition.

✓ An academy creation (for user training).

✓ Launching 24/7 support.

Testing the platform exceeded our wildest expectations. It's time not only to learn ourselves,

but also to teach others how to farm efficiently. Trainings have been organized for the 

customer support team staff, and a financial solutions' academy has been organized for our 

users.

2022
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✓The Apex One AI platform official launch. 

✓ The NFT technology Integration.

✓ Functionality expansion, new coins addition.

Hooray! We are officially off. Development starts at birth - and we started adding 

functionality, adding coin pairs, expanding the exchange pool and plugging in new

integrations already at the start.

✓ Launching a mobile application for Android.

✓Support and development of multilingual communities (groups, chat 

rooms or bots).

Initially correctly tuned AI algorithms allow our platform software to self-improve in 24/7 

mode and provide passive income to our community members. We communicate on social 

networks in 30 languages, uniting people around the world with the free finance and  

equal opportunities ideas.



✓ The Paris office opening.

Press conference at the new office.

✓ A new bonus program presentation and the Apex tokens raffle.

✓ The NFT marketplace opening on the website.

We hope that 2023 will bring peace and a new beginning, more just, world order. However, 

we realize that pain and suffering will not go away by magic. That's why the Apex One team 

is already doing its best, and next year we are actively preparing a charity presentation to 

help forced refugees.

2023
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✓ The Apex One AI 2.0 launch.

✓ A movie release about the company and the company's 

achievements.

✓ Release of personalized plastic cards Apex cart pay.

✓ The Berlin office opening.

Press conference in the new office.

Launch of the first business-trading academy with the best professionals with working real 

experience with different assets on the leading marketplaces.

2024

Support for visa and MasterCard cards.

Life does not stand still and we have our finger on the technologies and trends pulse. That's 

why we're already preparing a profound upgrade of the platform, which will be called – the 

Apex One AI 2.0

The ecosystem development means improving the transaction system. We are actively 

working in this direction and next year we will offer our friends personalized plastic

сards Apex cart pay, as well as support for Visa and MasterCard systems.



A skilled and creative team, rich experience in trading 

and machine learning - formed a working model basis 

that we called Smart Farming, which combines 

blockchain with artificial intelligence technologies.

Markets are not just numbers and charts. Real events, publications in media, actions, or 

corporations and influential people inaction, analysts forecasts and other factors  hundreds  

determine the investors behaviour  and market quotations changes. All this translates into 

information and multidirectional trends, terabytes.

Artificial Intelligence

In its broadest sense, artificial intelligence is 

the self-learning algorithms creation that allow

a computer to perform creative functions. In practice,

AI is designed to relieve routine operations humans and supplement the human brain 

capabilities in areas where machines are more efficient at what they do.  Let's move away from 

scientific formulations and futurism and get to the point. How does AI technology help us 

generate surplus value?

Smart farming

Obvious fact. In the modern world traditional investment strategies, such as investing in real 

estate, precious metals and other assets, with the stable price growth expectation, have 

already lost their appeal. Sharp price fluctuations (volatility) are inherent in almost all market 

assets, and only trading mechanisms, allow earning effectively in time a short period.

Limited human capacity

The human brain allows us to think in abstract images, which provides the broadest creative 

intellectual perspectives. However, our brain computational capabilities, as well as the ability 

to accumulate data large amounts, are seriously inferior to computers those.

Combined Factors
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AI is capable of recognizing human speech, self-learning and generating solutions 

(recommendations). In combination with big data technologies, it is now possible to process data 

huge amounts affecting the market situation, including blockchains.

Capabilities optimal combination
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Trained machines can process data countless amounts in minutes. In the same way, they can find 

and process historical data and repetitive patterns for smart trading that are often hidden, 

inaccessible or not obvious to humans. The traders advantages using artificial intelligence 

software have become evident in recent years, and they consistently perform above the market 

average, leaving far behind their colleagues who use outdated bots that require constant manual 

upgrades.

Progress generates profits

Farming implies operations with cryptocurrency pairs on several trading floors simultaneously. 

Using state-of-the-art AI and quantum computing solutions allows us to react to trends faster than 

the market rest

Farming and AI

In the trading strategies development, artificial intelligence is becoming unconditionally dominant. 

He who uses the latest developments has advantages in the markets, and it is especially relevant 

for such a volatile asset as cryptocurrencies. Unlike a rigidly prescribed bot algorithm, AI is a self-

learning system analysing events, predicting trends, collecting and processing data huge amounts 

and making decisions capable. AI has no greed or fear, it just can't make irrational, emotion-driven 

decisions. The Apex One team has developed the most advanced software for efficient, effortless 

farming - the AI will do everything for you.

About Artificial Intelligence



What we do
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Apex One AI is intellectuals, a team who have taught AI to generate 

revenue.

Human and AI
Trading any kind is about making decisions about asset transactions for profit. For decades, 

humans have been accumulating and analysing data about the markets behaviour and 

reactions. There is nothing unusual that computers began to be used to store and process 

this information, then relatively simple trading bots appeared, but much greater opportunities 

are given by the machine learning technologies use.

Data Collection
To adjust its strategies, I.I. uses historical 

knowledge, comparing its impact on current 

and future events.  Usually the incoming data 

looks like a chaotic structure, but our deep 

learning tools allow us to provide efficient 

sampling from multiple sources for the right 

parameters.

Data organization
To adjust its strategies, I.I. uses historical knowledge, comparing its impact on current and 

future events. Usually the incoming data looks like a chaotic structure, but our deep learning 

tools allow us to provide efficient sampling from multiple sources for the right parameters.

Self-learning
By adding new data and fine-tuning existing data, the system performance is improved unlike 

bots, the AI algorithm allows it to improve continuously using automatic trading advisors.



Risk-Management
Equally important are signals about suspicious events on exchanges, significant information 

from the media, changes in market trends, especially in the IT industry niche, which 

traditionally affects cryptocurrency rates. Thanks to instant comparison with previous 

experience, AI gives a forecast, or warns of a trend, providing great support to risk 

managers. 

Building a trading algorithm
Algorithms for the AI technology application in trading are designed to work with traditional 

assets. The Apex One team was able to «friend» blockchain algorithms and artificial 

intelligence. As a result, the professionals' knowledge, and experience allowed to form 

algorithms for effective farming based on signals thousands hundreds from exchanges dozens.

Farming
In order to use farming as passive income a means, you only need to choose a cryptocurre-

ncy pair and an exchange pool. Technology will do the rest.

The added value
Our developments in the AI and quantum computing field, allow you to predict and react to 

events faster than others, simultaneously tracking them on exchanges dozens. From the 

profits from transactions on the cryptocurrency pair the income is generated at time a point, 

and then is distributed to the farmer.

Effective protection
Big Data capabilities are magnitude orders greater than the human brain computing 

capabilities , and in symbiosis with the AI analytical capabilities, allow us not only to work 

effectively on your behalf, but also provide information security important aspects, and help 

analysts by structuring data a huge volume and highlighting important events thatmay not 

be noticed in time by humans.

Cybersecurity
Learning from historical events, allows AI to predict potential threats and vulnerabilities to 

the platform, personal data integrity, transactions, etc. Based on these signals, our 

cybersecurity team makes operational decisions to protect our ecosystem from attackers.
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The free world fundamental values, one, is the information free access and exchange. However, 

the individual privacy is inviolable. We store private information huge amounts on our hard drives, 

in our gadgets and in the cloud memory. And while account passwords are the individual 

responsibility, the transactions and cryptocurrencies security is our relentless concern subject.

We use security protocols  in multiple layers regarding administrative processes, communications, 

and software products. Our processes all are carried out only within secure integrations with 

reliable and trusted counterparties. As a specialist in the business secrets and personal data 

protection, I cannot reveal all our developments in this area, but I will tell you about the solutions 

some we used to protect your investments and secure.

Taking care of asset and data security is our top priorities, one. In the 

next section, you will learn about the exceptional security measures 

used by the Apex One AI.
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Software solutions. Since the project idea inception , we have prioritized the 

secure software implementation. Information security specialists work together 

with development engineers at product creation, all stages.

Secure Systems Development Life Cycle (SSDLC) The SSDLC scope includes all 

systems development and integration projects used for and in the Apex AI 

services support.

Apex AI services have built-in rate limiting and automatic blocking features to 

protect against service  advanced denial or authentication attacks.

The Apex infrastructure is also protected from volume attacks with

Cloud Flare.

What do we do?

The work on information security includes procedural aspects and software and hardware.

We try to minimize risks at all stages. 

Analytics and testing. You can't effectively prevent threats without understanding 

the attackers methods and motivations. And we know a lot about those who try to 

attack the cryptocurrency savings safety and sabotage exchanges. This 

knowledge allows us to conduct effective stress-tests in a team, identify potential 

vulnerabilities, and constantly test the system for unauthorized access. We 

conduct monthly automated Apex AI serivice vulnerability scans.

Independent tampering tests are also conducted, at least once a year. Our principle 

is to be the perpetrator one step ahead  to prevent crimes.

1

2

3

4

Work with staff. Openness and goodwill do not negate the applicants screening 

for jobs in our team by the security service. We carefully study the applicant's 

biography, profiles, reviews, recommendations, etc. We always welcome new 

talented and creative employees and count on their understanding. Our internal 

protocols designed to protect corporate secrecy  are equally important, which

also secures the overall security of the platform.

Working with counterparties. We care about our reputation and are our 

responsibility fully aware to the community. That is why we work only with proven 

platforms with an impeccable reputation. No matter how tempting the offers are, 

we conduct a new potential business partner thorough screening and always 

make an informed decision.
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Work with staff. Openness and goodwill do not negate the applicant's  screening 

for jobs in our team by the security service. We carefully study the applicant's 

biography, profiles, reviews, recommendations, etc. We always welcome new 

talented and creative employees and count on their understanding. Our internal 

protocols designed to protect corporate secrecy are equally important, which 

also secures the platform overall security.

Protection against DDoS attacks. Apex AI services are protected by Fortinet, 

FortiWEB, and Web Application Firewall services.

Protection levels
Threat analysis.

Internal administrative protocol.

Testing and searching for vulnerabilities.

Data integrity protection.

Communications (transactions) protection.

Protection against unauthorized access.

Remaining questions?
Do you have the experience and desire to work in cybersecurity? Do you only 

need like-minded people, a friendly team and decent working conditions? 

Follow the link to the section - "career" and leave your contact information.

Want to learn more about information security, all levels? Follow this link.



The term - «farming» itself owes its origin to a meme in which people make investment crops and 

harvest cryptocurrency. Since then, some people have understood farming to mean any way to 

make passive money from cryptocurrency. In the Apex One's version, farming is providing income 

a high-tech process on cryptocurrency deposits, based on the market experts real experience 

who taught artificial intelligence to predict exchange events. We know how to identify promising 

altercoins, combine them into effective pairs and earn added value for investors. Learn more 

about farming.

We try to carry out, among the other things, an educational mission. On our site you will find 

information  a comprehensive amount about everything related to cryptocurrencies in a clear 

and honest way. You can download a comprehensive database at this link.

Here you can read about he Smart Farming benefits as well as our history, life, 

accomplishments, and a glimpse into the Apex One Ai team near future. 

Download the entire site in one click and join our community!

We get questions a lot about the cryptocurrency booming world and our development  

peculiarities based on the neural networks—Smart Farming advantages. The following section is 

devoted to the answers to the most popular questions.

FAQ

1. What is a cryptocurrency deposit?

You can store your crypto assets on your device's hard drive or a flash drive (non-custodial 

wallet). As with storing cash at home, in this case, your funds do not work in any way to multiply 

income. Today, DeFi-protocols provide the services most offered by traditional financial 

institutions: banks and insurance companies. Many people earn and spend in cryptocurrency 

with little or no recourse to fiat money. Such service's popularity is due to incomparably higher 

profitability, a single intermediary  absence in a financial institution form, the transactions 

speed, data security and lower transaction fees. Learn more about the Apex One deposits.
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2. What is farming?



3. Is it worth choosing the token offerings with 
the highest promised returns?

It is true, that investments in crypto-assets have brought fortunes to many people and can do 

it for many others in the long run. From this point of view, everything resembles the situation 

with the IT giants shares. However, as of today, we think up to 50% in cryptocurrency a 

weighted average return is a realistic figure that reflects the market state. This does not mean 

that a higher yield is impossible in principle—the choice is always up to the investor. Learn 

more about the Apex One investment products.
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4. Mining or farming - which is more profitable?

Investing in a mining farm cannot be called a passive income from cryptocurrency. It is a 

business, with all the associated costs and risks. If you expect any serious income from mining, 

we are talking about dollars to thousands  hundreds initial investments and even more. If you 

are not planning to make mining a lifelong business, it makes sense to entrust your operations 

in the market to those who have and develop the appropriate infrastructure and knowledge, 

getting a stable additional income in cryptocurrency. Learn more about the mining prospects.

5. What is the starting money amount for 
farming?

If you are new to crypto investing, Apex One gives you an opportunity to start with the smallest 

investment (from $10). We deliberately made the "entrance ticket" available to everyone. The 

world of decentralized finance is the humanity present and the future. For us, it is an 

educational mission, more reflecting our corporate philosophy. You should agree that drawing 

information from our knowledge base and getting real experience with cryptocurrency - is the 

fastest way to an informed investment without any risk. Join the Apex One team.



6. How is digital money secured?

Having already become the global financial system, cryptocurrencies part traditionally 

correlate with the IT companies and the general market situation share price, which is 

influenced by multidirectional trends hundreds. Investors tied to “traditional” values (precious 

metals and reserve currencies) may be interested in staplecoins tied to them. In general, one 

can speak about any traditional asset's stability and firmness very conditionally and course, it, 

is better to make money on the short run.  Learn more.
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7. What is the cryptocurrency high volatility 
related to?

No doubtly, it is related to the recent times general economic situation, often dictated by 

political and even epidemiological circumstances. If we compare price changes graphs for gold, 

energy, construction materials and some fiat currencies, we understand that sharp exchange 

rate fluctuations (up to percent tens and hundreds) are not only the digital money fate. The 

crypto assets investment appeal and other functions have not changed much since their 

emergence. Sharp changes in their exchange rates were influenced by the government agencies 

and major financial speculators actions, which, again, makes cryptocurrency similar to other, 

more familiar to many, assets. Learn more.

8. Will the bear trend  last?

Not forever - that's for sure! All markets are going through bad times. It will not be the first time, 

nor will it be the last time - the stock market pendulum will swing the other way with the first 

optimistic news. Our cautious prediction is that we will see the growth in cryptocurrency assets 

from the fall through early 2023 (please don't take it as an offer). The blockchain protocol itself 

is designed so that in the long run, cryptocurrency is destined for growth, provided it is in 

demand as conducting transactions a means. Miners and those who bought VTC for $70,000 

should have patience, without which it is hard to work in the finance world. By the way, the 

farming prospects, in the “crypto-winter”  period look even more attractive. Learn more.



9. Why the Apex One?

At all times, in stock trading, the best results are shown by those who have operational 

information a lot and are able to make quick decisions based on their own analytics. In 2022, 

companies that use artificial intelligence are 25% more efficient than those using rapidly 

ageing software solutions. The Apex One team combines the developers and traders expertise 

with the latest and greatest technology to ensure consistently high performance. Join the 

Apex One team.
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10. What investment tactics to choose in 2022?

Don't put your eggs in one basket  - a rule for all times! Nowadays, investments a diversified 

portfolio implies the cryptocurrencies presence in it. The Apex One strategy implies secondary 

diversification a kind, within the cryptocurrency pair and increasing its value within the asset 

through the quantum computing methodology use, which creates additional benefits for our 

clients.  Learn more.



Digital coins exist only in the virtual world, but they can be used to buy tangible goods and 

services, as well as to make money. Cryptocurrency issuance is fundamentally different from

the issuing traditional money process. There is no single issuing centre in the meta-universe, 

anyone can try to mine and code add chains to the block, receiving a reward. However, this 

does not mean that the cryptocurrency market is complete anarchy, a sphere. There are rules, 

but they are created not by governments, but by the blockchain code creators and the market 

participants interaction in transactions.

The New Financial Reality
Cryptocurrency has long been firmly embedded in people's lives as payment a means and as 

an investment vehicle. Token capitalization figures and the unceasing passions around 

blockchain show that the decentralized finance prospects are appreciated not only by 

private investors millions hundreds, but also by big business. The exchange rates only fuel 

interest ups, downs and new records in the booming market for digital assets. For a relatively 

short time of existence the game rules in this market have become clear, and processes 

became transparent not only for financial specialists, but also for the people masses wishing 

to learn passive income a new way.

The cryptocurrency mining process is quantitatively limited, which, in the long run, makes it not 

subject to inflation and is designed to ensure the exchange rate growth, especially after the coin 

issuance limit is exhausted. It is the government that turns on the printing press when it deems 

necessary—the decentralized finance world works differently. The payment speed and transfer 

fees for cryptocurrencies are generally lower than in the conventional (fiat) currency market. 

Another important point that attracts investors is the anonymity and unnecessary barriers' 

absence  when making transactions with cryptocurrency. Transactions participants are 

extremely difficult to calculate.

So - how does cryptocurrency work?

We see our mission not only in providing investors with income, but also in educating and 

informing. The us more there are in the DeFi world, the more in demand cryptocurrency will be, 

which means us each will become richer. Investor's choice should be conscious and based on the 

knowledge shared with you by Apex One team and other analysts and cryptocurrency market 

experts.
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Bitcoin has become a pioneer and “gold standard” a kind among digital coins. BTC has the 

largest capitalization, is accepted as payment in a means and easily transformed into fiat money, 

at the effective at the moment rate.

The bitcoin phenomenal success inspired miners to mine altercoins, which the most famous  are 

Etherium, Ripple, LightCoin and Monero. This digital money all is also based on blockchain 

technology. The bitcoin's competitors, transactions can go much faster differences in encryption 

codes because. Just listing all the existing Altercoins would take more than the text one page. 

Some of them have brought significant profits to startups, miners, and investors, but assessing a 

new token prospects is not an easy task for a newcomer to the cryptocurrency market.

Digital money is mainly used for transactions and an investment tool, a means. It is possible to 

buy goods and services for cryptocurrency from those business entities that accept payment in 

major cryptocurrencies. Such transactions' infrastructure is growing, but still is not as developed 

as for national currencies. Apex One provides fast and anonymous transactions. It is a well-

protected resource which uses the most advanced solutions in artificial intelligence, bringing 

decent passive income by farming cryptocurrency for our community members.

Where to buy cryptocurrency.

You can buy, sell and exchange cryptocurrency in online exchangers, cryptocurrency exchanges 

and p2p-services (private ad resources, when working with them, you should be very careful.

You need to assess the resource reputation, the commission size, the transaction speed and the 

service convenience. As for the exchanging fiat money technology for cryptocurrency resources, 

it is almost the same as offline. Choose a rate, enter details and confirm the transaction.

Where to store cryptocurrency.

Wallet type

There are cryptocurrency wallets, several types for storing and making transactions with

cryptocurrency, which are mobile applications, special programs or separate standalone devices 

created to conduct all transactions with tokens. The wallet type choice depends on the specific 

goals pursued by the user.

How to use cryptocurrency.
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Want to know more?

Follow the links, read the materials on this page, find the most comprehensive information about 

cryptocurrency, subscribe to the newsletter and join our community in social networks.

You can also get answers to the following questions in our knowledge base: 

Join the Apex One ecosystem to stay news and market trends abreast for profitable 

investments and a free financial society development.

What are digital assets?

How does cryptocurrency farming work?

Bitcoin - history and reality. What are the prospects for the first and main cryptocurrency?

Mining v/s farming 2022. Where to invest?

What is blockchain and NFT?

How to choose a cryptocurrency pair?

How to choose an exchange platform?

How to secure cryptoassets and resources?

What is a cryptocurrency wallet?

How does cryptocurrency affect the State and society?



Advantage #6 Decent motivation system. We do not have any limits on earnings 

for our partners. The bonus program most successful participants, depending 

on the referrals' activity and the current situation on the cryptocurrency market, 

receive dollars thousands  tens per month. It all depends on your activity to 

promote the Apex One AI in communities and groups.

Our partners develop crypto community and earn good income in cryptocurrency due to 

the bonus program advantages.

Advantage #1 Social networking activity monetization by performing bonus 

tasks. If you comment a lot on events and trends in various communities, 

why not turn your social activity into additional income, a means?

1

2

Advantage #2 Earn through referral links. Create links in your affiliate account, 

attract investors and develop the community your own part and get the 

rewards you deserve.

The Apex One Ai bonus program

In addition to effective investments in cryptocurrency farming, we offer an attractive affiliate 

program, which is presented below.

3

Advantage #3 Work with pleasure. The most active affiliates  average income is 

$5000 per month, which allows them many to consider cooperation with the 

Apex One Ai as income their main source.

4

Advantage #4 Contribution to technological progress. Partnership with us 

means not only a decent passive income, but also the high-tech market product 

Smart Farming promotion and a society development that is looking forward to 

the finance decentralized world future.

5

Advantage #5 Easy to manage. Information about your partners' activities and 

your bonus payments is available 24x7 in an easy to understand form. The 

personal account friendly interface is user-friendly and easy to work with.

6
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The media space, any active member. If comments and social media posts are your life part, 

you can easily monetize your traffic by performing simple bonus tasks.

YouTube's bloggers with 5,000 subscribers or more an audience. Invite to our community 

more people, place partner’s links under your unique videos and get passive income by 

attracting new investors.

Business accounts with 2,000 or more people, a client base. Scale your profit by promoting 

the progressive Smart-Farming cryptocurrency market technology.

Groups in social networks with the participants number from 500 people. Share Crypto 

community news from  our resources pages, post referral links and provide interesting 

content for discussion in the community and additional income for the group creators.
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How it works

Affiliate account

Your personal account functionality allows you to create affiliate links. A user who has 

followed the link and completed registration automatically becomes your referral, and you are 

rewarded by default for every his activity on the platform.

Innovative product

We recommend that you explore our knowledge base and make sure that Smart Farming is a 

product based on the latest developments in artificial intelligence. We use the most advanced 

technologies to work effectively on different exchanges, which provides a stable income to our 

new investors and partners.

The crypto community expanding

We are focused on profits for our investors, but we are also interested in educating the people 

widest possible range about the decentralized finance  world benefits. Using digital currencies 

as settlement and capital appreciation a means brings a new, fairer economy era closer, 

making everyone in our ecosystem richer. Therefore, the more transactions that partners 

make, the more substantial and unlimited the return on investment is.

Who can become a partner
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Journalists and financial experts. By posting information about the Apex One and referral 

links in your personal accounts on social networks and blogger platforms, you develop 

the decentralized finance field and provide yourself with additional income.

Opinion leaders in the cryptocurrency community. Expand the meta universe financial 

segment with us, talk about modern trading technologies like Smart Farming and 

develop your referral pool on our platform.

Content Authors. Share advertising ideas, in the field you specialize in, with us. We are 

interested in cooperation with the extraordinary and effective marketing solutions  

authors. And of course, post partner links in your projects and earn extra income.

Six simple steps to success with the Apex One Ai

In order to receive an impressive additional income, you need to follow a simple algorithm.

1. Go through a simple registration procedure and fill out the application form.

2. Our team will promptly examine the provided information and decide the partnership format, 

offering you the five partnership levels one.

3. Generate referral links and track their effectiveness right from your personal account.

4. Receive the reward automatically for your referral, each financial activity.

5. Complete bonus tasks for an extra fee.

6. Invite new members to the Apex community and scale your income.

Calendar activity

Crypto world is actively developing, so cooperation conditions may change and be supplemented 

with new options in accordance with new trends and Smart Farming forecasts. Follow the events 

and be sure that our bets are based on the current market situation and the artificial intelligence 

prognostic abilities.

Media Resources. We are ready to provide you with the up-to-date content on application of 

artificial intelligence technologies for increasing efficiency of stock exchange trading and 

mutually beneficial cooperation creation with information portals.
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Remaining questions?

We tried to be as honest and detailed as possible about all aspects of earnings in the 

cryptocurrencies world on our website pages and knowledge base. Also you can get 

comprehensive advice on any question from the support service.

Attention!

Conditions of bonus rewards and marketing actions may change, but always remain beneficial 

for our partners.

You've met our friendly and committed team, as well as our exclusive Smart Farming 

product. 

If you have a desire to develop professionally with us, you can find current vacancies in our 

website "Careers" section.

And for getting passive income you can become our investor and partner by creating a personal 

account at……

See you in the Apex One AI ecosystem.


